Seniors Vote to Decide on 1929 Endowment Plan

Mail Referendum Submitted to Each Member of Class for Opinion

PLAN SIMILAR TO 1927

Graduating Class Will Endow the Institute to Amount of $75,000

Since 1923 it has been the custom of each graduating class to endow the Institute to amount of $75,000 by means of an insurance plan, subscribed to by all the members of the class for five years by which they will decide to endow the Institute to amount of $75,000.

The Committee of 1927 consisted of Harold Harris, Jr., chairman of the committee that was appointed at the beginning of this year, George C. Smith, Marshal S. Davis, Bernard J. Parker, W. H. Forbes, W. H. Messmer, and C. Brighten

This committee has been reviewing various plans and interviewing experts and has practically decided on a plan which it is hoped will be adopted in time for the class of 1927. The plan adopted in the previous plan is that of the insurance companies; the individual who is a member of the class may receive from the insurance companies approximately $1,000 at the age of 21, $2,000 at the age of 25, $3,000 at the age of 30, and $4,000 at the age of 35, or $5,000 at any age after 35. By the committee of 1927 the policy which amount to approximately $1,000 at the end of the 15th year. By the committee of 1927, the policy which amount to approximately $1,000 at the end of the 15th year. The plan adopted in the plan of 1927 was that of the insurance companies.

Under this plan the Institute will receive dividends from the insurance companies or the increased amount of the insurance policy which approximate $1,000 at the age of 21, $2,000 at the age of 25, $3,000 at the age of 30, and $4,000 at the age of 35, or $5,000 at any age after 35. By the committee of 1927 the policy which amount to approximately $1,000 at the end of the 15th year. By the committee of 1927, the policy which amount to approximately $1,000 at the end of the 15th year. The plan adopted in the plan of 1927 was that of the insurance companies.

Whether or not a plan similar to the plan adopted in 1927 is decided on for the benefit of the students, a dollar to members, and the planners of the new building de-
THE OPEN FORUM

Wednesday, March 13, 1929

WILL "Voo Doo" STAY

Today there is published in the "Open Forum" column on this paper, an issue signed by none other than the President. I believe that the Editor has no choice but to print this in full, in the hope that someone may benefit by it, and possibly the present President will rise to the occasion and remove it. It is a common belief that a publication of this sort can do no harm and yet there are those who would see to it that none is heard from by the "Voo Doo" staff as theirs reasons for the continuance of this activity, even if it should be prevented in the future. I believe that some of the most disreputable humorous publications that have ever been printed have been advantageous to the students who have read them. In the hope that someone will benefit by it, I present the following:
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Varsity Gymnasts Enter Meet with Navy on Saturday

Championship Depends on Win in Most Important Meet of the Season

TEAM LEAVES THURSDAY

Chances in Intercollegiates Are Good—Princeton Victory Would Cause Tie

Satisfaction of having the gym team will be a matter of personal importance to the varsity men, who will be free of all other activities for the day afterward. The team will go to Delaware for the Delaware intercollegiate meet at 12:00 on Friday, as would be expected, inasmuch as the varsity meet will commence at 1:00 on Saturday.

Engineers Clinch First Place in New England Match

Another victory has been added to the records of the Varsity Engineers, this one coming from the New England meet in Boston. According to reports received from Headquarte, the First Corp. A team, the Institute team of Engineers, and the varsity and Junior teams of Intercollegiates R. C. T. C. at New England, the Institute team was not close, M.I.T. leading in all events except the 14-lb. vault. Nordstrom of Harvard, with a score of 54,3, took the second place title, M. I. T. leading in all events except the 14-lb. vault. Nordstrom of Harvard, with a score of 54,3, took the second place title, M. I. T. leading in all events except the vault, and 14-lb. vault.

The placing of first and second places was considered the most important meet of the year, and should thus have a theoretical advantage over both the freshman and second years of the varsity men, who has met defeat once, is probably the best bet for winning the 14-pound match this year. The Engineers have improved slightly under the new leadership of the varsity men, and have shown their potential for winning in the Intercollegiate meet, which is considered the only standard of comparison against which the Engineers can compare themselves. The Engineers have been extremely consistent in their efforts, and have shown a marked improvement in their matches by time advantages.

Twelfth, fourteen, and six hundred in the Intercollegiate meet, which is considered the only standard of comparison against which the Engineers can compare themselves. The Engineers have been extremely consistent in their efforts, and have shown a marked improvement in their matches by time advantages. The Engineers have been extremely consistent in their efforts, and have shown a marked improvement in their matches by time advantages.

Wrestlers Enter Intercollegiates

Held at Harvard

The placing of first and second places was considered the most important meet of the year, and should thus have a theoretical advantage over both the freshman and second years of the varsity men, who has met defeat once, is probably the best bet for winning the 14-pound match this year. The Engineers have improved slightly under the new leadership of the varsity men, and have shown their potential for winning in the Intercollegiate meet, which is considered the only standard of comparison against which the Engineers can compare themselves. The Engineers have been extremely consistent in their efforts, and have shown a marked improvement in their matches by time advantages. The Engineers have been extremely consistent in their efforts, and have shown a marked improvement in their matches by time advantages.

Guardian Cup Controversy Carried into Varsity Meet

The placing of first and second places was considered the most important meet of the year, and should thus have a theoretical advantage over both the freshman and second years of the varsity men, who has met defeat once, is probably the best bet for winning the 14-pound match this year. The Engineers have improved slightly under the new leadership of the varsity men, and have shown their potential for winning in the Intercollegiate meet, which is considered the only standard of comparison against which the Engineers can compare themselves. The Engineers have been extremely consistent in their efforts, and have shown a marked improvement in their matches by time advantages.

Twelfth, fourteen, and six hundred in the Intercollegiate meet, which is considered the only standard of comparison against which the Engineers can compare themselves. The Engineers have been extremely consistent in their efforts, and have shown a marked improvement in their matches by time advantages. The Engineers have been extremely consistent in their efforts, and have shown a marked improvement in their matches by time advantages.
NOTICES and ANNOUNCEMENTS

Of General Interest

Aldred Lecture
Dr. E. Degolyer
Friday, March 15, 3 P.M., Room 10-250
Dr. E. Degolyer, former president of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, will be the speaker for the fourth lecture in the Aldred Series. The subject of the lecture will be "Our Mineral Vitamins."

Heisenberg Talks To Start Friday
World-Famous Physicist Will Give Lecture-Series at Institute
Professor Werner Heisenberg, one of the outstanding physicists of the University of Leipzig, will deliver nine lectures on "Recent Developments in Quantum Mechanics," Room 4-231.

Calendar
Thursday, March 14
2:00—Glee Club Rehearsal, Room 10-240
2:15—Ballroom Meeting, East Lounge, Walker
2:50—Institute Committee Meeting, North Hall, Walker
3:30—Basketball Practice, North Hall, Walker
4:15—Research Laboratory of Applied Chemistry Door, North Hall, Walker
February 29—Aldred Lecture by Dr. E. L. Dickofsky on "Our Mineral Vitamins," Room 4-231.
5:30—I. T. E. E. Meeting, Room 10-275
6:00—Tech Basketball Team, Hauger Gym
6:00—First of Series of Lectures by Professor Werner Heisenberg on "Recent Developments in Quantum Mechanics," Room 4-231.
7:30—Seminar, Recent Progress in Chemistry, Chemistry Library.
8:00—Arboretum Club Cotillion Dance, North Hall, Walker
9:30—Sophomores Dance, Library
Saturday, March 16
2:30—New England Industrial Engineering Planning Film at University Club
2:00—12:00—Basketball Tournament, Ranger Gym
2:30—Joe Block, Ranger Gym
4:00—Baseball Practice, Walker
February 27—Junior Student Meeting, North Hall, Walker
February 28—I.T. A. A. Meeting, Committee Room, Walker

Undergraduate
NOTICE
There are still a number of vacancies in the above department of the TECH. There is a great advantage especially for a number of widows sons to get something that will be interesting and beneficial. Men who are substituting some time for P.T. will find a great deal of enjoyment in covering the sport in which their interest lies.

The TECH turns to concert with as much money available to purchase tickets for the Boston Symphony Orchestra as is desired. The TECH turns to concert with as much money available to purchase tickets for the Boston Symphony Orchestra as is desired.

Professor Norton Tells of Applications For Testing Materials
Professor John T. Norton
Professor Norton, head of the department of Physics of the University of Leipzig, will deliver nine lectures on "Recent Developments in Quantum Mechanics." The first lecture will be on the subject "The Principle of Indetermination."

The lecture is open to seniors, graduates and members of the instructing staff.

The TECH tries to cooperate with the school in general. In order to do this, we must have the cooperation of the live men and the school in general. In order to do this, we must have the cooperation of the live men.

Heisenberg's Theory
It develops a closer contact between the students and the school in general. In order to do this, we must have the cooperation of the live men.

It develops a closer contact between the students and the school in general. In order to do this, we must have the cooperation of the live men.

THE TECH tries to cooperate with the school in general. In order to do this, we must have the cooperation of the live men.

Head Research Work In X-Ray Laboratory
Extensive X-Ray Research Includes Applications For Testing Materials
Professor John T. Norton
Professor John T. Norton

X-ray research, which is being carried on in the Department of Physics at Technology, includes many branches of the subject of applied physics. It is one of the most important fields of research in which the school is engaged. It is one of the most important fields of research in which the school is engaged. It is one of the most important fields of research in which the school is engaged.